Thursday, March 8, 2018

Major Movement in March
WASDE Report
We came into the March WASDE report on
Thursday not expecting much change in
USDA numbers, with most attention on
South American production. USDA did make
expected changes to Argentine & Brazilian
crops, but also made some big changes to
some USDA balance sheet numbers.
Corn – The biggest game changer in the US
numbers came in corn. USDA added 175
million bushels to US exports, after adding
125 million in February. 7 straight weeks of
very strong sales has really changed the
outlook in corn futures. What has
happened? The big drop in the US dollar last
year, but in particular a 3% cut in January
alone, brought fresh buying interest to the
market. And that buying has continued
despite a 30 cent rally in futures. This is
something we’ve talked about needing to
happen for a couple of years to begin
chipping away at the large stockpile. And
now it’s finally happening! Coupled with a
bump in ethanol demand, USDA lowered
corn ending stocks 225 million bushels to
2.127 billion bushels, which is now 167
million under last summer. It’s still an
adequate amount of corn. But if planted
acres are reduced this spring, the outlook
into the summer of 2019 would likely be for
corn stocks to fall back to levels last seen in
2016. So while short-term the corn market
might be reaching a point of exhaustion, the
Prospective Plantings Report on March 30
and summer weather could cause a quicker
reaction from this market than we’ve seen
the last couple years. And keep an eye on
Brazil’s 2nd crop weather in March & April!
Wheat – USDA keeps adding insult to injury
for the wheat market. They decreased US
exports & increased ending stocks 25 million
bushels to 1.034 billion bushels. But more
importantly raised world ending stocks 2.8
mmt to a record 268.89 million metic
tonnes! US Southern Plains weather has
given the market more than a dollar boost
off of its December low. But this additional
inventory is just a reminder that the world
just has plenty of wheat supply available.

Soybeans – USDA did chop 7 mmt off of their Argentine estimate while raising Brazil’s 1
mmt. It’s likely that USDA will reduce Argentina’s again next month. But the issue at the
moment is US stocks! This was the 3rd straight month USDA has reduced US exports – from
what was to be a record 2.225 billion bushels back in December down to 2.065 billion in
March. And during that time the US carryout has increased from 445 million to 555 million
bushels, trailing only the 2007 carryout of 574 million bushels. As I’ve suggested the last
couple months on the meeting circuit, the rally in soybean futures did not reflect the US
balance sheet. Thursday & Friday we’ve seen the market begin to correct.
Cotton – USDA made a small increase in exports & small cut in carryout. But I still think
USDA is in denial regarding the size of the current US export program. It appears we’ll need
future reports to reflect the current strength of the US export program!

MYA Price Update – USDA raised the corn & wheat prices a nickel this month. Those
increases are chipping away potential ARC & PLC payments for each crop. Crops in green
would have prices low enough to trigger PLC payments; ARC payments are determined by
multiplying by county yields and comparing to ARC triggers for each county.
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Money Flow = Opportunity!!
Back in January I was talking about “Black Swan” events – the
HOPE that something would change for the grain markets to
give us a marketing opportunity in 2018. I (and most honest
analysts) had no idea it would happen this quickly! But the
stars line up with:
- US dollar falling more than 10% since the start of 2017,
culminating in a 3% drop in January alone;
- Interest rates increasing, with promises of 3-4 more hikes
in 2018;
- Dow Jones Index posting a 10% correction;
- Extreme world growing season weather.
With the realization that the stock market is no longer bulletproof, with talk of higher inflation, with the weaker dollar
creating demand, and with weather concerns, the money flow
to the grains has happened quicker than I can ever remember!
It helped that managed funds had all their bets on the other
side of the market. In mid-January these funds were short
231,000 contracts of corn, short 103,000 contracts of soybeans,
and short 143,000 contracts of wheat – all close to record short
positions! And then they bought. And bought. And bought. As
of the middle of this week, funds have bought 395k contracts of
corn (nearly 2 bln bu!), bought 287k contracts of soybeans
(nearly 1.5 bln bu), and bought 110k contracts of Chicago wheat
(550 mln bu).
The charts at left for corn (top) & soybeans (bottom) show net
fund positions in green & nearby futures price in gold going
back to 2015. They’re holding their largest long positions since
the summer rally of 2016!! This is a fantastic opportunity to sell
soybeans and even some corn, & take advantage of this
opportunity. If you’re not convinced the top is in, sell & buy a
call option. Our DS Futures staff would be glad to help. Call
Jeff, Kelly, or Patrick @ (888) 926-0985.
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